VERIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE

Verification No.: SHEM190201114401CRC
Applicant: SUNGROW POWER SUPPLY Co., Ltd
Address of Applicant: No.1699 Xiyu Rd., New & High Technology Industrial Development Zone, Hefei, P.R. China
Product Description: Data Logger
Model No.: Logger1000

Sufficient samples of the product have been tested and found to be in conformity with Test Standards:
- EN 301 489-1 V2.1.1, EN 301 489-17 V3.1.1, EN 301 489-3 V2.1.1,
- EN 300 440 V2.1.1, EN 300 328 V2.1.1, EN 301 893 V2.1.1,
- EN 62311:2008

As shown in the Test Report Number(s): SHEM190201114401, SHEM190201114402, SHEM190201114403, SHEM190201114404, SHEM190201114405

Conclusion
Based on a review of the test report(s) detailed above, this apparatus meets the requirements of above standards. The product is in conformity with the essential requirements of Article 3.1 (a) the protection of the health, 3.1 (b) an adequate level of electromagnetic compatibility and 3.2 effective use of the spectrum of 2014/53/EU.

The CE mark as shown below can be used, under the responsibility of the manufacturer, after completion of an EU Declaration of Conformity and compliance with all relevant EU Directives.

Parlam Zhan
E&E Section Manager

Date: 2019-04-25
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